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GameGuru MAX downloads for the non-Steam
version are expected to finish by the end of the

month. We will contact all valid STEAM key
holders with instructions how to link their

accounts to their existing GameGuru MAX install
to access the Steam version. We also want to

take this opportunity to clarify our position
regarding GameGuru MAX on the web. You can
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always purchase and download and install
GameGuru MAX directly on your web browser

(PC, Mac or mobile) and this will always be
available for you, no matter what version of

GameGuru MAX you have. This will continue to
be the case for the non-Steam version, and

Steam users already have access to the web
version so nothing changes. To anyone who is

considering purchasing GameGuru MAX directly
from the website, we strongly urge you to

instead purchase your GameGuru MAX directly
from Steam, as this ensures you get the best

version, in the best format, using the best
infrastructure at the best price. We will contact
all existing users to ensure they will receive a
Steam Key once their download finishes and
GameGuru MAX automatically updates to the
Steam version once this happens. All of the

resources we now have to support two versions
of GameGuru MAX and two build sequences will
now be redirected towards the Steam version,
and we will continue to do everything in our

power to support Steam users and ensure you
have everything you need. We will also be
continuing to develop the GameGuru MAX

product and will be continuously working with
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our community to ensure you are the highest
priority. Thank you all for your interest and we
can't wait to hear what you think of GameGuru

MAX. We hope you are as excited about it as we
are. http://gameguru.org/forum/forums/a-good-fi
t-for-game-artists/appgamekit-gameguru-loader-
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